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1. Aims 

 

 

Our aim is to provide all pupils with a dynamic blend of academic challenge, spiritual development and enrichment 
experiences that will nurture their potential, enabling them to become confident, articulate and purposeful members 
of society who will be an inspiration to us all. It is vital that we all strive to ensure effective behaviour in school so 
that we can provide a safe and structured environment in which all teachers are able to teach and, consequently, 
all students can learn. The overwhelming majority of pupils at St. Joan of Arc Catholic School are self-disciplined 
and enthusiastic about learning and, because of this, regular and consistent rewarding of positive behaviour should 
underpin effective learning in every classroom and the inspiration of others across the school community.  

Our school ethos warrants that reconciliation and inclusion must always remain central to the challenging of any 
poor behaviour which may be curtailing learning opportunities for others. ‘Inclusion is about the quality of children’s 
experience; how they are helped to learn, achieve and participate fully in the life of the school.’ (Removing barriers 
to achievement) 

 

Love Christ: inspire others 

We will show our Love for Christ by creating a community in which all our members will experience a deeply held 
faith and inspire others to follow the teachings of Christ through the way we live.  

We therefore act out our mission by: 

Love – to put others first 

Service – to serve and not be served  

Respect – to treat others equally  

Justice – to treat others fairly  

Faith – to be witnesses to our faith  

In fulfilling this mission, we provide an outward looking Catholic community that is safe and caring. We have the 
highest aspirations for and expectations of all our community. 

 

 

 

This policy aims to: 

 Provide a consistent approach to behaviour management 

 Outline how pupils are expected to behave 

 Summarise the roles and responsibilities of different people in the school community with regards to 
behaviour management 

 Outline our system of rewards and sanctions 
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2. Legislation and statutory requirements 

 

This policy is based on advice from the latest advice and guidance from the Department for Education (DfE) on: 

 Behaviour and discipline in schools 

 Searching, screening and confiscation at school 

 The Equality Act 2010 

 Use of reasonable force in schools 

 Supporting pupils with medical conditions at school  

 

It is also based on the special educational needs and disability (SEND) code of practice. 

 

 

In addition, this policy is based on: 

 

 Schedule 1 of the Education (Independent School Standards) Regulations 2014; paragraph 7 outlines a 
school’s duty to safeguard and promote the welfare of children, paragraph 9 requires the school to have a 
written behaviour policy and paragraph 10 requires the school to have an anti-bullying strategy 

 DfE guidance explaining that academies should publish their behaviour policy and anti-bullying strategy 
online 

 This policy complies with our funding agreement and articles of association. 

 This policy should be read in conjunction with other relevant policies: Drug policy, Staff code of conduct, 
Uniform policy, School Safeguarding policy for dealing with allegations of abuse against staff 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/behaviour-and-discipline-in-schools
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/behaviour-and-discipline-in-schools
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/searching-screening-and-confiscation
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/searching-screening-and-confiscation
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/equality-act-2010-advice-for-schools
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/use-of-reasonable-force-in-schools
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/use-of-reasonable-force-in-schools
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/supporting-pupils-at-school-with-medical-conditions--3
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/send-code-of-practice-0-to-25
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2014/3283/schedule/made
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/what-academies-free-schools-and-colleges-should-publish-online
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3. Definitions 

 

Misbehaviour is defined as: 

 Disruption in lessons, in corridors between lessons, and at break and lunchtimes 

 Non-completion of classwork or homework 

 Poor attitude 

 Incorrect uniform 

 Poor conduct outside of school whilst in school uniform. 

 

Serious misbehaviour is defined as: 

 Repeated breaches of the school rules 

 Any form of bullying  

 Sexual assault, which is any unwanted sexual behaviour that causes humiliation, pain, fear or intimidation 

 Vandalism 

 Theft 

 Fighting 

 Smoking 

 Racist, sexist, homophobic or discriminatory behaviour 

 Possession of any prohibited items. These include: 

o Knives, bladed items or weapons 

o Alcohol 

o Illegal drugs and drugs paraphernalia 

o Stolen items 

o Tobacco, cigarette papers, matches & lighters 

o Vape e-cigarettes and vaping equipment 

o Fireworks 

o Pornographic images 

o Any article a staff member reasonably suspects has been, or is likely to be, used to commit an 
offence, or to cause personal injury to, or damage to the property of, any person (including the 
pupil) 
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4. Roles and responsibilities 

 

4.1 The Governing Body (GB) 

The GB is responsible for monitoring this behaviour policy’s effectiveness and holding the school leadership to 
account for its implementation. 

 

4.2 The Senior Leadership 

The Senior Leadership Team are responsible for reviewing and approving this behaviour policy. 

The Senior Leadership Team will ensure that the school environment encourages positive behaviour and that staff 
deal effectively with poor behaviour, and will monitor how staff implement this policy to ensure rewards and 
sanctions are applied consistently, in line with the Catholic ethos of the school. 

 

4.3 Middle Leaders 

 Curriculum and Pastoral leaders should regularly monitor the impact and effectiveness of rewards and 
sanctions in relation to the conduct and achievement of pupils within their subject area or year group in 
order to ensure that the policy remains ‘alive’ and at its most effective.  

 Close monitoring will also assist in identifying and providing any need for staff support, intervention or 
training which should be necessary. ‘Often it is doing the simple things that can make a difference with 
behaviour. For example, the teacher who takes time to meet and greet pupils at the door will find they 
come in happier and ready to learn’ (Getting the simple things right, DfE, 2011) 

 

4.4 Staff 

Staff must manage behaviour effectively to ensure a good and safe learning environment. They should: 

 

 Have clear rules and routines for behaviour in classrooms, and take responsibility for promoting good and 
courteous behaviour both in classrooms and around the school, in accordance with the school’s behaviour 
policy   

 Have high expectations of behaviour, and establish a framework for discipline with a range of strategies, 
using praise, rewards and sanctions consistently and fairly  

 Plan lessons thoroughly, using strategies which are appropriate to pupils needs in order to involve and 
motivate them  

 Maintain good relationships with pupils, exercise appropriate authority, and act decisively when necessary.  

 Treat students with dignity, building relationships rooted in mutual respect, and at all times observing 
proper boundaries appropriate to a teacher’s professional position in accordance with these requirements.  

 Create a positive learning environment for all pupils by ensuring that they model expected behaviour, 
praise and reward positive behaviour,  

 Manage inappropriate behaviour calmly and proactively and establish and maintain an ordered learning 
environment with clear boundaries.  

 Adhere to procedures of the behaviour policy and apply it consistently across the school to ensure fairness 
for all pupils and support for all colleagues. 

 The Senior Leadership Team will support staff in responding to behaviour incidents.  
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4.5 Parents 

Parents are expected to: 

  Support the school in ensuring that their children fully abide by the School Code of Conduct and be 
supportive of the School ethos in keeping with its Mission Statement and other policies.  

 Ensure that their children wear FULL school uniform every day and bring the appropriate equipment or a 
note explaining the reason for lack of equipment. NB all uniform and equipment should be clearly labelled. 
Uniform is to be worn correctly with full length skirts, shirts tucked in, ties the correct length. This also 
applies to the journey to and from school.  

   Monitor Show My Homework to confirm that homework has been completed and ensure relevant 
communication is made with the school as necessary.  

  Keep the school informed of any changes of address, home and work telephone numbers and emergency 
contact numbers, as soon as they occur.  

 Attend the school for Academic Reviews and other opportunities offered to discuss their child’s progress 

  Inform the school via the St. Joan of Arc Absence Line when their child is unable to attend and upon their 
return to school, provide a letter confirming reasons for absence. 

   Support school behaviour policy and sanctions. 

 

 

5. Pupil code of conduct 

. 

Pupils are expected to: 

 Attend school every day on time and in full, correctly worn school uniform. 

 Work hard and take pride in the presentation of their work.  

 Bring the required items of equipment needed to school every day. 

 Co-operate with staff and obey their instructions in class and around the School.  

 Respect and appreciate other people, their work, views, property, personal possessions and individuality in 
accordance with the School Code/Mission Statement. 

 Take responsibility for their own safety and that of others 

 Enjoy and take care of the school surroundings keeping all areas, rooms, toilets etc, pleasant, attractive, 
tidy and free of litter. 

 Make effective use of Show My Homework to access homework set, complete it by the due date and to the 
best of their ability, within the allocated time.  

 Comply with the School Behaviour Policy 
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6. Rewards and sanctions 

Rewards should be issued to acknowledge and praise positive behaviour, effort and excellence and foster a 
culture where pupils are keen to succeed, achieve and inspire themselves and their peers. Whilst a high standard 
of effort, work, uniform and behaviour should undoubtedly be expected at all times, the ‘Green Card’ system of 
reward and other associated rewards systems should be used consistently and habitually to recognise and 
celebrate pupils’ efforts. The school wants all pupils to feel proud of themselves and their place as a member of St 
Joan of Arc Catholic School through achievement, thus ensuring a high level of learning and engagement is 
sustained.  

In order that they can fully support this, parents should be kept informed of rewards and achievements. Staff should 
ensure they record any reward issued to a pupil on the BROMCOM Behaviour Recording System. 

 

Sanctions should always be purposeful and should work towards bringing about some form of reconciliation and 
understanding of why the behaviour displayed was not appropriate. If behaviour is unacceptable, there will often be 
an underlying reason for this which should be explored. All sanctions must be applied without infringement of the 
school’s ethos and aims; indeed, their application should reinforce the school’s ethos and aims.   

Parents should always be contacted by the appropriate member of staff if a sanction is necessary, either via a 
detention slip, a phone call home, letter or email. All incidents and related sanctions must be recorded on the 
BROMCOM Behaviour Recording System. 

Depending on the severity of the incident, further intervention (via the Pastoral Leads, Learning Co-ordinators, AHT 
Engagement for Learning or Chessbrook Outreach mentors for example) might need to be put into place to help 
the pupil, avoiding a repetition of the incident or additional incidents. Pupil reports are integral to the behaviour 
management system and ensure effective support, structure and monitoring, helping the student to return to the 
behaviours expected. 

Specific information regarding types of reports and the incremental waves of the reporting system can be found 
below: 

 

REPORTING SYSTEM: WAVE 1 – Single Purpose Report Cards Implemented due to:  

persistent concern raised about one aspect of school life: 

 Subject report card: issued by Curriculum Leader – poor attitude and / or application in a specific subject 
(may be persistent or because of a more serious incident)  

 Punctuality report card: issued by Learning Co-Ordinator, monitored by Form Tutor / LCO – persistent 
poor punctuality  

 Uniform report card: issued by Learning Co-Ordinator, monitored by Form Tutor / LCO – persistent poor 
uniform  

 Break / Lunch report card: issued by Learning Co-Ordinator, monitored by Form Tutor / LCO - poor 
conduct at break / lunch (may be persistent or because of a more serious incident) 

 

REPORTING SYSTEM: WAVE 2a – Green & Amber report cards Implemented due to:  

 Low ATL scores / concerns raised about the pupil pastorally or across the curriculum.  

 Subject teachers award an ATL (++ / + / = / - ) each lesson and tick to indicate whether pupil has 
demonstrated positive attitudes towards Classwork, Behaviour and Homework?  

 GREEN Form Tutor report – this is a two-week report card. The Form Tutor is responsible for contacting 
parents via telephone to inform them that their son/ daughter has been placed on report. The Form Tutor 
and parent check and sign this daily. At the end of the reporting period Tutors are required to contact home 
to discuss whether targets have been met, progress and future support. The report is kept on file at school 
and a final summative comment should be recorded on BROMCOM by the Form Tutor (under ‘information 
only’). 
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 AMBER Learning Co-Ordinator report - this is a two-week report card. Introduced if Form Tutor Report 
has not brought about a positive change. Learning Co-ordinator and parents check and sign this daily and 
contact should be maintained with home, culminating in a final discussion / meeting at the end of the 
process. The report is kept on file at school and a final summative comment should be recorded on the 
BROMCOM by the Learning Co-ordinator (under ‘information only’). At any stage, these reports may be 
extended for 1 week if the targets are nearly met and it is not thought necessary to move the student ‘up’. 
Pupils should never stay at a level for more than 3 weeks in total. 

 

REPORTING SYSTEM: WAVE 2b – Target 20 daily report cards Implemented due to:  

 A sudden dip in ATL scores / marked difference between TAGs and Predicted Grades.  Subject teachers 
award an 1-5 score each lesson and students must achieve a total score of 20 in a 5-period day to pass. 
This report is used as a short-term intervention following reports to drive up standards. The AHT 
(Engagement for Learning) will oversee this report and liaise with both pupil and parents prior to, during 
and at the end of the intervention period. A follow-up progress check will be undertaken sometime after the 
intervention has been completed to ensure improvements have been sustained. This report may be 
extended for a short period if the targets are nearly met and it is not thought necessary to move the student 
‘up’. 

 

REPORTING SYSTEM: WAVE 3 – RED SLT report Implemented due to: 

 RED SLT report – being of significant concern because Wave 1 > 2a/b > 3 intervention has not brought 
about a positive change in behaviour or, possibly, following a serious incident. This is a two-week report 
card. It is unusual for pupils to get to this stage as most students at Wave 2 will have responded to 
intervention. The report is checked and signed daily by the SLT member and parent for 2 weeks. At the 
end of this period parents are contacted by the SLT member to discuss progress. The report is kept on file 
at school and a final summative comment should be recorded on BROMCOM by the SLT member 
responsible. This report may be extended as deemed necessary.  

 

REPORTING SYSTEM: WAVE 4 – Pastoral Support Programme (PSP) daily report cards Implemented due to: 

 Pupil who is at risk of permanent exclusion, possibly following repeated fixed-term exclusions 

 Or because Wave 1 > 2a/b > 3 intervention has not brought about a positive change in behaviour. This is a 
16-week daily report agreed by the Headteacher. The pupil reports daily to a member of SLT (or 
otherwise, as agreed). Behavioural targets are personalised for the pupil and subject teachers award a 1- 5 
score each lesson based on these being achieved. Pupils must achieve a total score of 22 each day to 
pass. Most pupils will need to ensure the report is signed during break and lunch by a member of staff. The 
report is signed at the end of each day by the pupil, member of SLT and parents. A meeting with parents 
and pupil must be held at the start (likely to be the reintegration meeting), mid-point and end of the 16- 
week period, where progress and / or further steps will be discussed. This report may be extended as 
deemed necessary by SLT. 
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6.1 List of rewards and sanctions – Please refer to grid on p.11-12 

 

Positive behaviour will be rewarded with Green Cards (electronically) 

 Green Cards 

 Fleur de Lys badge 

 Post cards emailed home 

 Formal letter home (Departmental and Pastoral) 

 Certificates 

 Award assemblies 

 Presentation evening 

The school may use one or more of the following sanctions in response to unacceptable behaviour ‘Red Cards’ will 
be issued and the following sanctions put in place : 

 Verbal warning 

 Breaktime / Lunchtime detention 

 Departmental Detention 

 Pastoral Universal Detention 

 Inclusion 

 Fixed Term exclusions 
 

We may use the inclusion room in response to serious or persistent breaches of this policy. Pupils will be expected 
to complete the same work as they would in class. 

The system used by the school for rewards and sanctions involves staff issuing ‘Green’ cards for positive 
behaviours and ‘Red’ cards for behaviours that need to change if a pupil is to fulfil their potential. 
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Rewards 

Green 
Cards 

Behaviour Reward Points Staff 
Responsible 

G1 Improved work ethic 

Kindness & respect to other 

Good Catholic values 

Active participation in class 

Helpful 

Always on task and completes written 
work 

Perfect equipment 

10 G1s – Postcard emailed Home    
2 

 

ALL 

G2 Excellent work attitude to learning 

Excellent homework 

Outstanding work, effort of contribution 
in any area of school life 

Perfect school uniform 

20 G1S – Fleur de Lys badge 

 

Learning Co-Ordinator letter home 

5  

Learning Co-
ordinator & 
Pastoral Leads 

G3 100% attendance & punctuality 

(Half termly) 

100% Certificate 20 Learning Co-
ordinators 

G4 Half termly subject award for the 
outstanding pupil in each class in each 
subject 

 

Form tutor award – Student of the half 
term  

Subject Certificate awarded 

 

 

Certificate of achievement 

10 Subject Teacher 

 

 

Form Tutor 

G5 Termly award for outstanding student in 
each year group in each subject 

Head teacher commendation 30 Headteacher 

G6 Outstanding contribution & commitment 
to an extracurricular activity over a 
prolonged period 

 

Outstanding ATL’s  

Formal letter home 20 Curriculum 
Leaders/Learning 
Co-ordinators 

G7 Outstanding academic achievement 
over the year for a bot and girl in each 
year group 

Annual prize giving evening  40  
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Sanctions 

 

Sanction Behaviour Likely Consequence Points Staff Responsible 

R1 Disrupting learning of others 

Out of seat without permission 

Lack of equipment 

Poor ATL & effort  

Late to class 

Talking while the teacher is talking  

Eating in lessons 

Verbal warning -1  

All Staff 

R2 Continual R1 offence after warning 

Poor effort/ATL after warning 
Second offence 

Incomplete work 

Poor home learning 

Late to lesson (more than 5 mins) 

15 minutes at lunch or break 
Department detention 
 
 

-2  

All Staff 

R3 No Homework 

No subject specific equipment  

Swearing in lesson  

 

Failure to attend R2 detention or 
subject teacher detention 

Department 30 mins detention 

 

 

 

Head of Department detention 

-2 

 

 

-5 

 

 

 

Learning Co-ordinators 

R4 Rudeness to pupil 

Refusal to following instructions  

Inappropriate language and swearing 
in conversation 

Breach of mobile phone 

Inappropriate hurtful behaviour - name 
calling  

5 BI’s in a week,  

3 strikes (Strike Card)  

(Jewellery, Chewing gum, Uniform, 
Inappropriate haircut) 

Truancy from registration 

 

 

 

 

Pastoral Universal detention - Weds 

(AHT Engagement for Learning and 
Learning Co-ordinators) 

 

 

 

 

-10 

 

 

Learning Co-
ordinators/Pastoral 
Leads 

R5 (Inclusion) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Continued repetition of R3 behaviour 

Walking away from a member of staff  

             10 X R1 

Deliberate defiance  

Fighting or aggressive behaviour 

Setting off fire alarms 

Being in the vicinity of smokers 

2 R4’s in one day 

Inclusion for one day 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-10 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-15 

 

 

 

 

SLT 
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Failure to attend Pastoral universal 
detention 

Behaviour that compromises the safety 
of others 

Bullying & cyber, physical/mental and 
emotion  (First offence) 

Truancy onsite 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

R6 Persistent R5 offence ie: fighting, 
truancy 

Gross disobedience  

Swearing at a member of staff 

Smoking  

Possession of smoking and drug 
paraphernalia (As defined in ‘Drug 
policy’) 

Alcohol possession/under the influence 
of drugs or alcohol 

Assault or violent behaviour  

Racist or homophobic abuse 

Serious inappropriate use of an 
electronic device  

Vandalism  

Poor behaviour in R5 

Other inappropriate behaviour 

Fixed term exclusion 

 

 

 

 

-25 Headteacher 

R7 Repetition of B5 or more serious 
offence 

  

 

Headteacher 

 

6.2 Off-site behaviour 

Teachers’ powers to discipline include the power to discipline pupils even when they are not at school or in the 
charge of a member of staff. Sanctions may be applied where a pupil’s poor behaviour off-site has fallen below the 
same standards expected of them when at school. This includes, although not exclusively; any activity that is under 
investigation and may or could lead to a criminal prosecution; when representing the school, such as on a school 
trip; or travelling on the way to or from school.  

 

6.3 Mobile Phones: 

We understand that a parent/carer may wish for their son/daughter to have a mobile phone for their journey to and 
from school. In this situation pupils should: 

 Switch their mobile phone off as soon as they enter the school premises 

 Phones  must not be seen by a member of staff 

School will adopt a zero tolerance towards the use of mobile phones during the school day. Mobile phones will be 
confiscated and the incident will be logged on BROMCOM. Parent/Carer will be expected to collect the device from 
school. 

 

6.4 Malicious allegations 
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Where a pupil makes an accusation against a member of staff and that accusation is shown to have been 
malicious, the headteacher will discipline the pupil in accordance with this policy.  

Please refer to the school safeguarding policy for dealing with allegations of abuse against staff for more 
information on responding to allegations of abuse. The Headteacher will also consider the pastoral needs of staff 
accused of misconduct. 

7 Behaviour management 

 

7.1 Classroom management 

Teaching and support staff are responsible for setting the tone and context for positive behaviour within the 
classroom. 

They will: 

 Create and maintain a stimulating environment that encourages pupils to be engaged 

 Display the pupil code of conduct or their own classroom rules 

 Develop a positive relationship with pupils, which may include: 

o Greeting pupils in the morning/at the start of lessons 

o Establishing clear routines 

o Communicating expectations of behaviour in ways other than verbally 

o Highlighting and promoting good behaviour 

o Concluding the day positively and starting the next day afresh 

o Having a plan for dealing with low-level disruption 

o Using positive reinforcement 

 

7.2 Physical restraint 

In some circumstances, staff may use reasonable force to restrain a pupil to prevent them: 

 Causing disorder 

 Being at risk to themselves or others 

 Damaging property 

Incidents of physical restraint must: 

 Always be used as a last resort 

 Be applied using the minimum amount of force and for the minimum amount of time possible  

 Be used in a way that maintains the safety and dignity of all concerned 

 Never be used as a form of punishment 

 

7.3 Confiscation 

Any prohibited items (listed in section 3) found in pupils’ possession will be confiscated. These items will 
not be returned to pupils.  

We will also confiscate any item which is harmful or detrimental to school discipline. These items will be returned to 
pupils or their parents after discussion with senior leaders and parents, if appropriate. 
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Searching and screening pupils is conducted in line with the DfE’s latest guidance on searching, screening and 
confiscation. 

 

7.4 Pupil support  

The school recognises its legal duty under the Equality Act 2010 to prevent pupils with a protected characteristic 
from being at a disadvantage. Consequently, our approach to challenging behaviour may be differentiated to cater 
to the needs of the pupil. 

The school’s SEND co-ordinator will evaluate a pupil who exhibits challenging behaviour to determine whether they 
have any underlying needs that are not currently being met.  

Where necessary, support and advice will also be sought from specialist teachers, an educational psychologist, 
medical practitioners and/or others, to identify or support specific needs. 

When acute needs are identified in a pupil, we will liaise with external agencies and plan support programmes for 
that child. We will work with parents to create the plan and review it on a regular basis.  

8. Pupil transition 

To ensure a smooth transition to the school, pupils have transition meetings with key members of staff. To ensure 
behaviour is continually monitored and the right support is in place, information related to pupil behaviour issues 
will be transferred to relevant staff as appropriate. Information on behaviour issues may also be shared with new 
settings for those pupils transferring to other schools.  

9. Monitoring arrangements 

This behaviour policy will be reviewed by the Headteacher and the Local Governing Body every 2 years.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/searching-screening-and-confiscation
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/searching-screening-and-confiscation
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Appendix 1: Written Statement of Behaviour Principles 

 

 Every pupil understands they have the right to feel safe, valued and respected, and learn free from the 
disruption of others 

 All pupils, staff and visitors are free from any form of discrimination 

 Staff and volunteers set an excellent example to pupils at all times 

 Rewards, sanctions and reasonable force are used consistently by staff, in line with the behaviour policy 

 The behaviour policy is understood by pupils and staff 

 The exclusions policy explains that exclusions will only be used as a last resort, and outlines the processes 
involved in permanent and fixed-term exclusions 

 Pupils are helped to take responsibility for their actions 

 Families are involved in behaviour incidents to foster good relationships between the school and pupils’ 
home life 

 

The Local Governing Body also emphasises that violence or threatening behaviour will not be tolerated in any 
circumstances. 
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Appendix 2: HOME – SCHOOL AGREEMENT  

 

 

 

 

 

Love Christ: inspire others 

 

We will show our Love for Christ by creating a community in which all our members will experience a deeply held faith 
and inspire others to follow the teachings of Christ through the way we live. 

 

We therefore act out our mission by: 

Love – to put others first 

Service – to serve and not be served 

Respect – to treat others equally 

Justice – to treat others fairly 

Faith – to be witnesses to our faith 

                             

In fulfilling this mission, we provide an outward looking Catholic community that is safe and caring.  We have the highest 
aspirations for and expectations of all our community.  

 

Pupils will: 

 

 Attend school every day on time and in full, correctly worn school uniform.   

 Work hard and take pride in the presentation of their work.  

 Bring the required items of equipment needed to school every day. 

 Co-operate with staff and obey their instructions in class and around the School. 

 Respect and appreciate other people, their work, views, property, personal possessions and individuality in accordance 
with the School Code/Mission Statement.  

 Take responsibility for their own safety and that of others. 

 Enjoy and take care of the school surroundings keeping all areas, rooms, toilets etc, pleasant, attractive, tidy and free 
of litter. 

 Make effective use of Show My Homework to access homework set, complete it by the due date and to the best of 
their ability, within the allocated time. 

 Comply with the School Behaviour Policy. 

 

Parents will: 

 

 Support the school in ensuring that their children fully abide by the School Code of Conduct and be supportive of the 
School’s ethos in keeping with its Mission Statement and other policies.                                                                                   

 Ensure that their children wear FULL school uniform every day and bring the appropriate equipment or a note 
explaining the reason for lack of equipment.  NB all uniform and equipment should be clearly labelled.  Uniform is to be 

worn correctly with full length skirts, shirts tucked in, ties the correct length.  This also applies to the journey to and 
from school. 

 Monitor Show My Homework to confirm that homework has been completed and ensure relevant communication is 

made with the school as necessary. 
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 Keep the school informed of any changes of address, home and work telephone numbers and emergency contact 
numbers, as soon as they occur. 

 Attend the school for Academic Reviews and other opportunities offered to discuss their child’s progress. 

 Inform the school via the St. Joan of Arc Absence Line when their child is unable to attend and upon their return to 
school, provide a letter confirming reasons for absence. 

 Support school behaviour policy and sanctions. 

 

The School will: 

 

 Endorse the Mission Statement in all aspects of School Life. 

 Exercise care and take responsibility for each pupil. 

 Educate using the professional skills of the teachers to fulfil the curriculum including moral and spiritual formation. 

 Set, mark and monitor appropriate learning tasks in order to ensure progress is made. 

 Take note of the individual needs of each pupil in the delivery of the curriculum. 

 Recognise, reward, praise and celebrate good behaviour, outstanding effort, achievement and contribution to School 
Life. 

 Keep parents informed of their child’s progress, of any difficulties or problems they may experience and work with 
parents to resolve these difficulties as outlined in the School’s Code of Conduct. 

 


